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prejudiced—presenting at once his knowledge should be promptly provided. Sir, the people of,
‘ mm"d.]n°tiOn °f Mr> Clayton’ the Senate adUNEXAMPLED CORRUPTION
t 1 a TT m Í nJ O 4- « 4- ~
Ill ________ *
1 and his bias. Who could have apprehended any the
United States will
never tamely
suffer a journed]
danger from such questions ? No friend of an in Department of such power and influence to be
18 PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
Mr. President : I confess that since our last
THE
POST-OFFICE,
nocent man could have objected to the inquiry, come an engine which may, one day, batter down
adjournment my surprise has been increased,
Notwithstanding our oft-repeated resolution
JAMES K. REMICH.
d ,Kveral «h„
and had an opposer of this Administration done their liberties. Sir, the. suppression of inquiry yotllA»«
Ikn« Ji...1__ 1 .
...
. 7
more to be Eistonished at anything transOffice on the Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting-House. so, it would have been complained of as evidence is among the neio fashions introduced by this rather than diminished, at the objection to the ,
' .llk«i»e bef(
inquiry. VV hat possible reason can there be why I piring under the present administration yet
of hostility.
Administration. Inquiry hitherto has been al inquiry.
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
the
Senate
should
not
have
I"11'1'«, far I».
j^should not have an answer to this I the facts disclosed in the memorial of AbraBut my principal object was, I adimt, ulterior. ways popular, so much so that a member would
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year—
question—“ "
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which It was to ascertain the causes of the unprece scarcely hazard his reputation in opposing it. No removed from office ?" It cannot arise from a iam.Bladley’a"d the debate which ensued
■"ls *
ireinain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No dented number of removals in this Department. apprehension that \v&.might meet with impeach sympathy for the witnesses. If the answer thereon in the Senate, have completely “ nul
1111,0111' »at»,
papers discontinued, except at the option of the pub This, I know, is a tender subject. Neither the able matter could deter us. Indeed,such an ar
such/^solutions.
resolutions. We
We could
could believe
believe
would criminate him. he has a right to withhold lified” all bUcn
fans has our c#t|.
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
minions of power or the slaves of ambition like gument would have been ridiculed. The Select it.
The question is, nevertheless,proper, wheth- that a.thousan^ faithful public servants, grown
The publisher dries not hold himself responsible for very well to give reasons. Let motives be di Committee of the Senate of 1826,,on the subject
«nprivetl of fte
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount vulged, and tyranny would soon be banished the of Executive patronage, were not so timid lest er he can exculpate oris willing to criminate £rey 1 J1 the service, and kept poor by their
j himself, or refuses to answer at°all. In every'
”'"*" have
"
’been turned adrift to make
honesty,
»tatesnaeii, to.
’charged for its insertion.
land. The Post office and the Press, when free they should compromit their impartiality. They
t judicial tribunal, a question which may possibly, room for a swarm of clamorous office-holders;
1 the adlieit(llst0
and unadulterated, are the efficient engines to inquired into facts as the foundation of Legisla
demolish tyranny.
To corrupt these, is the tion, and although we found no instances where oi wih probably, criminate the witness, is al —we could believe that the venerable Mai.
A cou'es|)ondent
POST OFFICE INQUIRY
prime object of every aspirant to absolute power. the power of removal had been abused, we ways proper, but the obligation to answer is an Melville, the last of the daring band who
other affair.
commenting
threw the tea overboard, and who was ap
Put into the hands of talents, combined with deemed it safe to regulate and ‘restrain it. The
MR. HOLMES SPEECH
But here the witness dc^es not object, but is
h°'’ others
ambition, the Press, the Post Office, $ the Purse, mischief which might befal us from Executive
pointed to a situation in the Customs by
willing to answer. Ever/obstacle in regard-toa
fON Mr. Grundy’s resolution, delivered IN and you may talk of liberty—you may retain the
influence, by means of the Post Office andr the the witness is, therefore, reinoveft Why th^n Washington, should have been turned out
1 ™e account |„t
the Senate U. S. February, 1831.
shadow, but you will have lost the substance.
Press, were foretold in. tlje spirit of prophecy. is this merely preliminary question to be refused ? of doors in his old age by Jackson;—we
Holmes.”
Mr. President :
Thus far the Committee have “ made haste That report was drawn by th' Senator from,
Is the Postmaster General afraid of the an- could believe that the faithful Nourse should
hi Senate fotfe
slbwly."
We
have
scarcely
entered
upon
the
Missouri, (Mr. Benton,) ai^l t.M^'.cts ernbodivu sv.-r ? Has fao been c*.nd
Were I to consult my own individual, wishes,
, he, think have been branded as a defaulter, and his
y ballot, a me¿
|
threshhold
of
inquiry,
ano
no
w
¿hi
s
resolution
is
there are good proof that the \ •..m'O-e y.-;. i it most prudent to'object ? if ib/fTre js. strongs¿iroperty scb..■ \ as a pretext for giving his
I should vote/or this resolution. Its object is to
offered
withm
’
t
the
least
tmticsu-Q
the
Commit

not then over scrupulous ili then inquiry
The
¿irnit the inquiry directed by trie Senate. The ;
Wnat high-minded, , place to a n^y adventurer^ when, at the
tee, the objetH of which is to ar rest the whole slavish doctrines of the present day would not I ground to suspect him.
. "Committjee were to inquire into “ the entire I
.. j honorable, and honest man would fear an answer j same time, the Government was indebted to
management of the Post Office Department, j proceeding,
now tolerate a report couched in such language, to such a question ? Is he afraid or ashamed that
hit^, in a large amount. We could believe
I shall
forejudge the case.
I do not say and breathing such a spirit.
ofthecom- '
The Committee the people of the United States should know the '
and to this end they were empowered to send
™ not
”
all these things, and hundreds more of enor
that
the
Postmaster
General
has
done
right
or
«hose duties cor- \
proceed :
for persons and papers. The resolution under
principles by which he acts ?
mities, because they are recorded facts. But
“ The whole of this great power will centre in
Cü«nniitteeoîfi.
consideration proposes to prohibit the Committee wrong. This Senate has directed its Committee
Is this objection without his consent ? If so, it
to ask a witness why he was removed from of to inquire, and has given it ample powers, and-I, the President.—The King of England is the is surely using him unfairly ; and, if it came we could not have believed that the records
cnawiik
fice by the Postihaster General. Now as I deem as one, do not feel at liberty to disobey. There ‘ fountain of honor,’ the President of the United from a political foe, might be just ground of of a Department would have been mutilated,
such an inquiry essential to the performance of is certainly a diminution of the funds of the De States is the source of patronage. He presides complaint. But public opinion will, at any rate, altered and falsified, not only for the purpose
which station^
indicating
that
it is insolvent or verg- over the entire system of Federal apppointinents,
the
duty
assigned mu,
me, the
Senate,? AI AUUVV,
know, partment.
VUC UUl
Y
aOBIJ'HCU
LHU kJUIiaiA•
4.
*
1
J
1
c’ A*-r. Holqi^
ascribe this reluctance at inquiry to him. The of hiding official delinquency, but for the still
would not, if they could, compel me to perform
to2nsn’ven?y’’ and/he Postmaster General jobs, and contracts. He has ‘ power’ over the
resolution to trammel the inquiry comes from his baser purpose of destroying the reputation of
inmittee until he
a duty in a manner which I conscientiously be’"f01«.?!/3 .tha™°nJ. the,4lh ‘ support’ ofthe individuals who administer the
personal and political friends, and it will be be a man of irreproachable integrity and charac
1‘he was next
lieve to be wrong. If, therefore, they should March, 182J, to the 2d March, 1830, four hun- system. He makes and unmakes them.
He lieved that it is by his consent and at his request. ter.
™ time, and ki I
think proper to pass this resolution, I should ask “red and ninety-one Post Officers had been re- chooses from the circle of his friends and sup
M by, it will be inquired, do you suppress an an
e voted to the du |
Such being the naked facts, comment is
1
r
i z»1
z.
. i
.
mnvon not innlndinrr flioan in fhn
I In^n ».<- wa »-»♦
to be excused from further service on the Com moved, not including those in the Department, porters, and may dismiss them, and upon all the swer to such a question ? If this officer removed entirely unnecessary. The lame and impo
’d to htm. Ge I
or
in
the
Post
Office
of
this
City.
principles
of
human
action,
,
will
dismiss
them
as
mittee ; the Senate would of course excuse me ;
does not, in his answer, give the true cause, can tent excuses for the iniquitous transaction by
ieard to say ‘fc
This Administration owes its existence to its often as they disappoint his expectations. His
and I should be thereby relieved from this troub
not you ? Do you fear his perjury? You have Mr. Grundy, are supremely ridiculous.
r lawyer he ei
professions
of
economy.
The
advocates
of
Gen.
spirit
will
animate
their
actions
in
all
the
elec

lesome business. But were I the particular per
the means to answer and detect him. Do you
tee, who was I t
JVew- York Commercial Advertiser.
sonal and political friend of the Postmaster Gen Jackson told the people, what they were quite- tions to Stade and Federal offices. There may be fear his truth ? That is just what we want. A
the financial
eral, 1 would vote against this resolution. So willing and very ready to believe, that the funds exceptions, but the truth of a general rule is witness who has been an Assistant Postmaster
had
been
squandered,
and
that
Gen.
Jackson
e country.” h 1
CONGRESS,
proved by the exception. The intended check General thirty years, and against whom no offi
far from being afraid of inquiring into the official
judgement,^
conduct of my friend, I would court the strictest was the veiy man to correct the abuses. It has and control of the Senate, without new Consti cial misconduct has been alleged, is not to be
Che appoint^ I scrutiny. Let the witnesses be partial or im been boldly asserted in this Senate, and gone tutional or statutory provisions, will cease to op lightly
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esteemed. His testimony would be be
levolved on^R
partial, an honest and faithful officer can never out to the American people, that all this misera erate. Patronage will penetrate this body, sub lieved, quite as soon as that of the Postmaster
POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
ble
pretext,
and
the
whole
affair
is
a
mere
system
due
its
capacity
of
resistance,
chain
it
to
the
car
ofthe
suffer by inquiry. Let him submit to the se
General himself.
Mr. Clayton, from the select committee ap
licacy to ajV°>J
verest ordeal, let every thing be subjected to of“ rewar ds and punishments." It appears, too, . of power, and enable the President to rule as easi
I remember that an officer, a friend of mine, of
pointed on the 15th December last, to enquire,
that
more
changes
have
been
made
in
the
Post
ly
and
much
more
securely
with,
than
without
most i mortal
the strictest examination, and if he cannot stand
high respectability, was accused of misconduct,
into the present state ofthe Post Office De
let him fall. These are no new doctrines with Office than in any other Department, and that the nominal check ofthe Senate. If the President and the charges were grave and serious. They
im from this«!
me—they have been the maxims of my whole this seems most in embarrassment. Things thus was himself the officer ofthe people, elected by were made to President Monroe at the close of partment, made a report, enumerating certain
made toappd
political life. In a Government like ours, those appearing, it is most extraordinarily proposed to them, and responsible to them, there would be his administration, and he left them to his suc papers, which the committee were instructed,
ttre of finance!
who receive and disburse your public moneys stifle the inquiry which the Senate unanimously less danger from this concentration of all power cessor. I expressed to Mr. Adams a strong be to have printed, but making no comments
The powep
should be watched with a vigilant and even a directed. We have heard much of “ bargain in his hands ; but it is the business of statesmen lief of the innocence of my friend, and insisted upon them ; the printing was ordered.
if the former
jealous eye.
Here is the commission under and corruption" as well as of “economy." It to act upon things as they are, and not as they that at least he ought to be heard in his own de
Mr. Chambers, presented the following
of their nail1'
may turn out that all this “ bargain and corrup would wish them to be. We must then look for fence. To this request in his behalf the President
which
we
are
acting
:
memorial from Abraham Bradley, late Assist
a exercising?5
tion" has occurred under this Administration. If ward to the time when the public revenue will
“
Resolved,
That
a
Committee
be
appointed
assented
—
a
commission
was
instituted
to
hear
ant Postmaster General.
not unanimoC'»
to examine and report the present condition of any of it was employed in establishing the for be doubled ; when the civil and military officers the parties and evidence. On my return home,
nd how has(b*
To the Hon. the Senate of the United States.
the Post Office Department; in what manner mer, it has not yet been discovered. It was the of the Federal Government will be quadrupled ; I informed my friend that an inquiry was directed
nimity ? Bv fl*
the laws regulating the Department are admin general cry during the last canvass, and if any when its influence over individuals will be mul at my request, at which he seemed dissatisfied, The memorial of Abraham Bradley, late Assistant
udiciary cauoiv
I ostmaster General, most respectfully' represents,_
istered ; the distribution of labor, the number proofs can be adduced, they may be elicited by tiplied to an indefinite extent ; when the nomin and to think it was unnecessary. From that
1 Mr. Mcfinlef»
ation by the President can carry any man through time I began to suspect, and to regret that I had
and the duties assigned to each ; the number of this inquiry.
That after his removal from office, he, as is
The number and compensation of the Clerks the Senate, and his recommendation can carry spoken so confidently to the President of his inno
at the eiMoftl^
agents, where and how employed ; the compen
well known to the Senate, presented to the
es.on the ^ensto®
sation of contractors, and generally the entire in the Department could not have been extrava any measure through the two Houses of Con cence. A full examination was had, the guilt President of the United States, a letter, in
lad never
management of the Department; and whether gant, unless we are deceived by appearances. gress ; when the principle of public action will proved, and the officer removed. I state this
which, among other things, he stated that Mr.
himeven anbjj?
further and what legal provisions be necessary We find the number has been greatly increased, be open and avowed—the President wants my case, sir, to show that any apparent reluctance of
and there is a petition now pending before us for vote, and I want his patronage ; I will vote as the Postmaster General to submit to this exam Barry, the present Postmaster General, had
inanciai or j«®tv , to secure the proper administration ofits affairs
additional pay.
Though this does not, to be he wishes, and he will give me the office I wish ination, or any disposition to limit or restrict it, made an extra allowance to a Mr. Harrall, a
In proceeding under this broad commission, it
g
sure, look much like “ retrenchment and re for. What will this be but the Government of will be ground of suspicion against him before mail contractor, and to others, as this me
ut* one member of
became necessary to have power to send for per
form," still it is possible that these additional ex one man? And what is the Government of one the American people.
morialist conceived without warrant of law.
ministration (Gov.
sons and papers, and the Committee unanimouspenditures may become necessary from the in man but a monarchy ? Names ar® nothing. The
f foreign relations, I ly agreed to ask for this authority, and the Sen creased
■
say gentlemen, we are prejudging a case
A copy of this letter having been called for,
duties of the Department. But I should nature of a thing is in its substance, and the which we may be called to try as a High Court
ate as unanimously granted it. The Committee
on the committee;
think that to displace experience, and substitute name of a thing soon accommodates itself to the of Impeachment. We answer—our duties are was presented by this memorialist to the
had
sent
several
interrogatories
to
the
Postmas

ft the friends ow
inexperience, would sufficiently account for it. substance.
The first Roman Emperor was legislative, executive and judicial ; and shall we present Select Committee of the Senate, on
ter General, of which this was one : “ What
n all the important
It is impossible if you remove the most experi styled Emperor of the Republic, and the last refuse to perform one class of these duties, be the Post Office Department.
Postmasters have been removed since you came
; the
enced and faithful officers in a Department so French Emperor took the same title ; and their cause it may conflict with the others ? If we are
During the last Session of Congress, a call
into office, and for what causes ? Please give the
n appoi^
complex and ramified, that the business can be respective countries were just as essentially mo
never to perform legislation lest by possibility was made on that Department, at the instance
names and place of residence when removed,
done so expeditiously or correctly. It is impos narchical before, as after the assumption of these we should meet with impeachable matter, there of one ofthe Senators from Ohio, for informa
with the time and causes of their removal—clas
sible that the men the most intelligent, practical, titles. It cannot be denied or dissembled, but are few cases where we can act at all. In all
sifying the causes for brevity’s sake." This in
tion relative to the extra allowances made to
and faithful, can perform duties so well as those that this Federal Government gravitates to the this, however, our course is a very plain one.
terrogatory was put by me, but not in its present
mail contractors.
gations to Messrs.
who have been trained and disciplined by long same point, and that the election of the Execu The framers of the Constitution supposed the
shape. My inquiry was into the causes of re
The response of the Department to this
Senators in Conpractice.
tive
by
the
Legislature
quickens
the
pulsation.
”
cases
of
impeachment
would
rarely
occur,
and
moval of each, but the friends of the Postmaster
call was submitted to the view of this memo
It is possible, though I cannot admit that it is
ire Representative
they judged correctly. It was never expected or
General insisted upon a classification, which,
rialist as containing matters in which he was
whatever the intent, does in effect leave it. in the j probable, that all these six or seven hundred reli The Committee must then take things as intended that this power should in the least con
various public dom
deeply concerned. Upon examining it to
i moyals were for good cause.
The late Post
they are. Not being able to lay the axe to the trol or restrain our legislative duties. In the
power of the Postmaster General to evade the
ic present week, it
master General was a faithful and vigilant offi
root oi the tree, they must go to pruning among course of inquiry into facts or conduct as a basis ascertain if his recollection of Harrall’s case
whole inquiry. Now in this state of the case,
cer, and a rigid disciplinarian. It would seem, the limbs and branches. Not being able to re° of legislation, we are never to anticipate high was correct, he was unmeasurably astonished
remark, thatallthe
and while this inquiry, thus modified, is before
at a first glance, that he could not have over
form the Constitution in the election of Presi misdemeanors or impeachable matter ; and it is to find that the extra allowance was there
the Postmaster General, Mr. Bradley, a former
we are favored ty
looked all these unworthy men, or that, if he dent, they must go to work upon his powers, the same with our executive duties.
Suppose a charged to have been made by him, acting as
Assistant Postmaster General, is summoned be
knew them, he would have permitted them to
lay always befound
It was evident that
and trim down these by statutory enactments, district Judge, while under impeachment in the Post Master General.
fore the Committee. The first question put by
remain
The friends of the present incumbent
other
House,
should
be
nominated
to
the
Senate the documents had been originally different,
those ofourfrienis
wherever it can be done by law, and with a just
Mr. Holmes was this : “ How long were you As
profess to respect the character and merits ofthe
for
a
Justice
of
the
Supreme
Court
—
must
we
regard
to
the
proper
efficiency
of
the
Govern

sistant Postmaster General, and what were the Tate Postmaster General, and we hope they are
that an erasure had been made, and the name
n.—Such extracts»
ment. For this purpose they have reported the not inquire into his qualifications, and conse- of this memorialist inserted.
duties assigned you in the Department ? This
Induced by
sincere. But surely it is a poor compliment to six bills which
and as we may»
___________
___ j
quently
have been enumerated.
They dointo the offence of which he stands
question was objected to unless the interrogator
his talents or integrity to impute to him the em not pretend to have exhausted the subject, but charged ? Or are we to translate him to the Su- this to examine further, he found that forty
ig to our readers,we
would first state to what examination it was in
ployment of such a regiment of bad officers, ei only to have seized a few ofits prominent points, prerne Bench, without noticing the fact that he nine cases of extra allowance were in that
tended to lead. The answer of course was that
nbers.
ther from ignorance or design.
Sir, it is my They have only touched, in four places, the vast stands charged with official tyranny or corrup- document charged to have been made by
no such explanation would be given, none was
prima facie opinion, that scarcely one in a hun and pervading system of Federal Executive patby the grand inquest of the nation ? Sir, it him. Thirty-six of these were similar to the
necessary, for the interrogatory carried the in
dred has been removed for sufficient cause ; but ronage ;—the Press—the Post Office—the armed ] appears to me there is in this an affectation of case of Harrall: the original document had
tent upon the face of it. Even this mere pre
We have K’
still, if, upon inquiry^ it should be otherwise, 1
force—and the appointing power.
They are delicacy—a morbid sensibility-—it is altogether been mutilated, and the name of A. Bradley,
liminary question was seriously opposed in Com
will be the first to retract, and exonerate the
of a paper withth«
few, compared to the whole number of points new ; the Senate has never hesitated to inquire Jr. acting as Post Master, carefully inserted.
mittee, and was at last permitted to be put to
Postmaster General from all proscription.
?ekly at Washing
This memorialist called the attention ofthe
the witness by a majority of one only. Messrs.
which the system presents, but they are points into official misconduct, the better to enable them
The Senator from Tennessee, (Mr. Grundy)
vital to the liberties of the country. The Press to perform legislative or executive duties. Let committee to these circumstances, as evident
Clayton, Holmes, and Hendricks in the affirma
thinks
it
a
drudgery,
a
small
business,
to
make
ARD. It »
is put foremost, because it is the moving power me instance a distinguished case—that of the of an attempt to impeach his testimony, and
tive ; Messrs. Grundy and Woodbury in the
this inquiry. He surely cannot mean this as a ofhuman action : the Post Office is the hand Seminole war. A Committee ofthe Senate was
ster of Public*’
negative. The next question, and which is the
reflection upon the Senate for directing it. If maid ofthe Press : the armed force its Executor : elected by ballot purposely to investigate the con to load his official conduct with opprobrium,
history of the pij
foundation of this extraordinary resolution, was
the Postmaster General shall have prostituted and the appointing power the directress of the duct of Gen. Jackson in that war. This investi being public documentary proof from the
this ; “ Was you removed from office, when,
Statistics, &Ci'a .
his office for purposes of proscription, and shall whole, if the appointing power was itself an gation involved the questions whether the com books of the Department, that he had squan
and,
if
you
know,
for
what
cause
or
causes?"
valuable for H
dered the public funds during the few days
have descended to an inquiry into the party pref
emanation of the popular will—if the President mander of the army had violated the Constitu
During the discussion whether this question
erences of every obscure deputy in the United
he had acted as Post Master General, between
• appears to be amp'
should be put, a motion was made by Mr. Hen States for the purpose of fixing the seal of repro was himself the officer and the organ of the peo tion of the United States in waging war against
ple—there would he less danger in leaving to his a foreign power ; and if so, whether he could be the 10th of March, when Mr. McLean left the
dricks to adjourn, and carried Messrs. Grundy,
of rendering M F
bation upon every one who would not sacrifice
will the sole direction of all these arbiters of hu justified by orders from the President or Secre- office, and the 5th of April, when Mr. Barry
Woodbury,
and
Hendricks
in
the
affirmative
;
,d useful, h»1’
to this modern Moloch, is it humiliating to follow man fate. But things must be taken aa they are : tary.of War. This was looking into impeachable came into it, and that, in order to screen him
Messrs. Clayton and Holmes in the negative. In
him and expose him in his degrading occupa
,ve it a pa«’'» *
statesmen must act for the country they live in, matter which might involve the Secretary of self, he had charged these things upon the
-this predicament were we, (an inquiry of the
tion ? No, sir, if an officer will descend to petty
and not for the Island of Utopia : they must act War, and even the President, both, by the Con latter gentleman.
The committee kindly
Postmaster General into his causes of removal,
will contain >• W
contemptible persecutions, (low as the business upon the state of facts in that country, and not stitution, impeachable officers. The Committee
a question to the late Assistant Postmaster Gen is,) it is proper to ferret him out.
authorized a sub-committee to accompany
■ly printed »W
upon the visions of fancy. Tn the country for were not restricted in that case, but they did in this memorialist to the Department yesterday,
eral why he was removed, then pending,) and
I cast no imputation upon the members of the
per annum in a*
the Senator from Tennessee, without consulting Committee who think differently. They proba which the Committee act, the Pres>s, (with some vestigate, and made a report which, in explicit the 28th inst. to ascertain whether his state
exceptions,) the Post Office, the armed force, and and decisive terms, censures the conduct of the
the rest ofthe Committee, asks the Senate to
ments were correct. Your memorialist con
bly believe themselves to be right, and we are
.. be seen at i»'
the appointing power, are in the hands ofthe commanding General, and this at a time too when
stop the inquiry—to forbid us to ask the ques
fidently appeals to those gentlemen, in sup
satisfied that we are right ; and thus the account President, and the President himself is not in the public pulse beat high in his favor.
tion ! Were the Senators from Tennessee and is balanced between us.
But, sir, this objection proves too much. There is port of the fact, that it satisfactorily appeared
the hands of the people. The President may,
New-Hampshire serious in their endeavors to
For myself, I cannot indulge a doubt that this
and in the current of human affairs will, be scarcely a branch of the resolution of inquiry but is to them, that in the case of Harrall’s as well
obtain the causes of removal, when they united
Wiscwet
inquiry is not only legitimate, but necessary, and
against the people ; and in his hands the arbiters liable to the same. The present condition and entire as in every other case but one in which an
inquiring of the Postmaster General himself,
demanded by the American people.
Ve anticipated t a> 5i' in
ofhuman fate must be against them also. This management of this Department, gives us a broad com erasure had been made, Mr. Barry was ori
rand do they object to an inquiry of the witness ?
mission indeed, and we cannot move a single step
Since
the
Committee
was
appointed,
net
only
1
None but the removing and removed are pre
will not do. The possibility of it must be avoid without being exposed to meet, by possibility, impeach ginal^ and properly charged ; and that it
have the public papers, but private letters from
ed. The safety of the people is the ‘supreme able matter. The Senator from New-Hampshire is was there asserted that these erasures had
sumed to know the causes. You are forbidden
respectable individuals, urged on the inquiry.
law,’ and to ensure that safety these arbiters of w illing for general but not for particular inquiry as a been made by mistake. The gentlemen had
4o ask the officer removed, and are limited there|
/ore to a general inquiry of the Postmaster Gen- And just as1 we are commencing it with adequate human fate must change position, and take post basis of legislation. What can he mean ? What would not time to pursue the inquiry, and no exami
power and authority, the whole is to be suppressed.
be general enough to suit him ? Is an inquiry into the
on the side of the people."
j
«eral himself, the very officer whose conduct is
nation was made into those cases originally
I hold in my hand a letter from a highly re
Sir, you can never legislate correctly without causes of removal too “ particular T” How are we to charged to your memorialist.
sthe subject of investigation. This is a very spectable Virginian to one of its Senators here,
inquire
into
“
the
entire
management
ofthe
Post
Office
inquiring .into the necessity. You should search
.easy way to let off a delinquent. He is not only
Department,” without going into particulars ? What
In whatever manner these mutilations of
making high charges of corruption and fraud in
!
ja witness, but is the only witness in his own mail contracts, and naming the witnesses to be deep, and ascertain the length, breadth, depth, prudent man would be satisfied with the concerns of
the original document may have occurred,
„case. And we must not be too particular in our called to prove them. It was my opinion and and height, of the mischief to be remedied. his farm or plantation, without examining the detail ?
and these false amendments to it made by
Both Houses of Parliament, by their Commit
Inquiries even of him. He is to classify “ for
The Senator from Tennessee insinuates strongly that
that of the Chairman, that the witnesses should
tees, collect and embody the evidence on each the question which so much afflicts him and his friend mistake or not, the effect must be, if it goes to
brevity’s sake.” If he chooses to smother the be immediately summoned to testify.
But a
¿design, let him resort to generaZizatzon.
And majority thought that we ought first to seek for subject as a foundation for legislation ; and who the Postmaster General, is ‘ unbecoming.’ and calcu the world, to injure, if not to destroy a repu
Aire»
ever heard it objected, that they might find im lated to convey false impressions.” With all due def tation upon which your memorialist, after
why are his friends so sensitive ? If your officer’
evidence at the Department, thus expecting that, peachable matter.
erence to that Senator, I mi st take the liberty to be my nearly forty years public service, must mainly
thier’sSMP j
Js innocent, he can very safely answer any inter
if any thing was wrong, the Postmaster General
The Committee of the House of Representa own judge of propriety, subject however to the disci
rogatory, however particular. He is in no dan
would furnish the necessary evidence to convict tives of 1818 had no scruples, no delicacy like pline which the rules ofthe Senate prescribe. Unbe rely for support. The Senate has, as he has
ger from any witness, however strong his preju
coming I Not suitably respectful. 1 suppose, to the high been informed, directed this report to be
himself. Now if it be proper to inquire at all, that here manifested.
They summoned not dignitary to whom it related : Unbecoming to inquire printed.
dices.
An honest and faithful officer should
,'emng.
why proceed in this circuitous way ? When a
only the Clerks, but the Chiefs of the Depart of a witness why this dignitary did a certain official
never have cause to fear investigation. Ours is
0 yard«01If this should be done, and it should with
respectable citizen alleges fraud, or that he be
ments themselves.
They used “ the incision
a Government based entirely on responsibility,
1Sbed,'»er'l‘>
lieves it, and names the witnesses by whom he knife and the caustic,” and searched the wound act ? And has.it come to this so soon I Sir, if decorum all its falsehoods and injurious tendency,
is
to
be
properly
graduated,
let
this
clerk
of
the
Presi

where the acts of every agent should be open to
is elated al(i(
would prove it, whv not send for them when our to the bottom. They did not stop at a summons, dent, this new fledged Head of a Department, always' be spread before the people under the sanc
public inspection. All secrets are grounds of
powers are so ample. It seems to me that so but when that was disobeyed, they issued a erzp- solicit, and with all humility, that this Senate will tion of the Senate of the United States, your
suspicion and jealousy, and especially when
Uüíáíí
cautious a procedure as this is to produce a pre ias, and brought in the witness by force. No charitably examine his case and hear his reasons or his memorialist submits that great injustice must
.claimed by a subordinate officer.
mature suspicion of error or guilt.
He therefore
one then complained of want of decorum.. The excuses. Calculated to convey false impressions I necessarily follow to him.
11th •»'.<“ lht.'
The two questions which were put to Mr.
The Postmaster General is in no danger of Representatives of the People spoke, by their How ? Impressions are made every where that these prays that such order may be taken by aho
onWcdnr*'
Bradley were manifestly preliminary. They,
removals are persecutions. Are these impressions cor
on the one hand, went to show the extent of his injustice by the inquiry into the causes of re Committee, and their voice was obeyed.
rect or false ? If false, how can an inquiry into the true Senate as will secure his right, and especially
G M.
We do not find another case where a call of cause make them more false than they are ?
¡means of knowing the state of the Department. moval. If a man is removed for good cause, he
preserve the reputation which documents
would
not
be
very
forward
to
complain
or
to
tes

such magnitude was refused, and we ask the
He had held the office thirty years, and nearly
published by the authority of the Senate
[Speech to be continued.]
tify,
when
he
would
know
that
thereby
his
own
gentlemen on the other side to give us a single
■the whole time had managed its fiscal concerns.
should always possess. And your memorialist
demerits
would
be
made
manifest.
If
these
re

example.
Strange doctrines, indeed, which
Had he been removed by the present Post Mas
The Richmond Enquirer mentions a report as in duty hound, &c. &c.
ter General, and if so, for what cause ? This, on movals have been made as a punishment for the cover your Executive Officer» with such a pan that Mr. Tazewell intends to resign his seat in the
ABRAHAM BRADLEY»
exercise
of
the
freedom
of
opinion,
a
remedy
oply.
U. 8. Senat®.
the other, would show how far he might b®
March 1,1831,

""»Portan, w

AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

fr

--

j After some further discussion, during wbu
Mr- Chambers moved that ths order for the with Harrall was adjusted- and balanced to? interested. On investigation it appeared, he
i was adopted some unimportant amendments
____
,
, to wit
‘ : the first ofn said, that those abstracts
’
*-1had
- « «been made
-a- out)
*
end of* the quarter,
MAINE LEGISLATURE
printing of the report referred to be rescinded. tthe
the Resolve making an appropriation of $30?
”
’
Bradley
was-then
acting
Post- i| by Air. Taylor end Air. Dundas, who were
Mr. Grundy thought the better course April ; and as "
SENATE.
335,29 was passed to be engrossed. (Tj)-*
would be—the right way to do justice—to master General, this allowance was conse- j but young men in the office, and had had but
FRIDAY, MARCH 11 .
appropriation we understand is to be taken
print the report, and subjoin to it the memo quently charged to him. I inquired if this | little experience in it. When they came, to
The petition of John Blount and als. refer from the money obtained from the Alassachu
rial of Mr. Bradley, and the testimony of quarter’s account was adjusted and balanced the making out those abstracts which are now
at the time it bears date ? The answer was ! referred to, they found they had no record red to the ______
next Legislature ; also, the petition setts Claim, now in Boston. A loan forten
Messrs. Brown, Suter, &c.
days was authorised in order to include
Wheth-1
whatever to ...
go by. ■ It was a matter off dis- *of Henry Bickford”
no
;
and
not,
probably,
until
June.
r
Mr. Clayton observed that these documents
l->,...»,n(1n 1 n.ii-o hoHtraon tl>nm tn wlinm tn r-tiiirorn tlinsp !
j
___
__ :.i.
appropriation in the Public Debt fyr form’s
er,
if
the
allowance
had
been
made
between
pute
between
them
to
whom
to
charge
those
'
Leave
to
withdraw
was
given
to
the
petition*
—purporting to be answers to the resolution
a lowancesin
the chief
of j^MeDaniel ; of Edward Smith.
sake. The yeas and nays were not ordered'
’
’ question. Mr. Brown,
°
1
of the Senate, of the 14th of Alay last, but the first of April, (the end of the quarter) and Clerk,
was then confined by indisposition, and t Mr. Megquier from the Joint
_
_
Striding
Com but the Resolve appeared to pass by a large
which were kept back until about the 10th of June, the time of actual adjustment, it would he and he alone, if present, might have been
mittee on the Judiciary reported that legisla majority.)
Feb. last—were very voluminous. Air. C. have been carried to Harrall’s credit in that
able to set them right.—They applied to him,
said he had before complained of the delay in quarter ? The answer was that it would. nevertheless, for directions howto act,and he tion is inexpedient on an order instructing)
MONDAY, MARCH R
said committee to inquire into the expediency I
furnishing these answers as an evidence of a Don’t you, then, we asked, see the fallacy of
instructed them to place them to the name of of repealing an additional act for the appoint
Bills Enacted—authorising the town of
design to baffle inquiry into the concerns oi your rule in proving who was the Postmas
the person who had control, of the Depart- ment of Clerks of the Courts—accepted.
Bangor to appoint fire engineers ; toincorpo.
the department ; and after that, the report ter General who made the allowance ? Your
’ meat for that time being, as was the usual
Bill was then
taken
up,
The Militia
i
‘
’
. , and''its rate the town of Blanchard ; revoking
called for in Afay, 1830, came in. The re quarter closed on the first* of April, and Brad course in making up the quarterly returns.
r..........
discussion ____
occupied
attention
of the Sen- charter of the Kennebimk Bank ; resolve^
’ the
’ - ____
— __
'
port was first, though he thought improperly, ley’s functions on the 7th, and your adjusttpe }iour of adjournment.
favor of the Deaf and Dumb.
referred to the Standing Committee on the ment of the quarter was made on the first of Tims they had gone to the day book as the a£e
June. If this allowance had been made any ; only guide left them, for they had well said, j
Au order was introduced by Mr. Parks of
Post Office, who recommended it to be print
SATURDAY. M tPCH 12.
) Bangor, and upon which Messrs. Parks, Mer
ed, and the Senate ordered it to be printed. time between the 7th April and 1st of June, five months would scarcely suffice to make I
rill and Herrick of Alfred, were appointed a
It was afterwards referred to the Select Com and you had carried it back to the 1st of the necessary investigation into letters and
sufficient light on the sub- 1 '■Th6 report on the petition of Edward , committee, to ascertain what business there is
mittee to whom it properly belonged. They April, don’t you see that you fix on Bradley documents to gain
after'they1 hS? in* the first
and othern was reconsidered—and then ,
before the Legislarme to be acted upon the
examined it, and have ascertained that in an allowance made by Barry ? Bring your ject.—And ihus
----the petition was re-committed.
thirty-six cases of extra allowance to contract original entry, where, concerning this allow- place, written down the name of Air. Barry,. A message was received from the Govern- ! present session, and when the Legislature
ors scattered through these documents, em ance, you first put pen to paper, no matter pursuing the plan suggested by Mr. Brown,' or which was referred to the joint select com may have a recess. .
bracing some of the grossest violations of the what is the name of the book or the docu- , did they in his absence erase that name, and mittee, who have under consideration so much
law in granting away the public money to ment. They brought “ the cash book there substitute the name of Mr. Bradley, believing of the Governor’s message as relates to die
On motion of .Mr. Wells of Freeport, an or
mail contractors, the allowances have been the allowance was stated, and the time for that in so doing, they were doing what was Massachusetts Claim. (This communication
falsely set down as having been made by which it was made, but not when the decision correct. The books they found were com- included one from the Governor of Alassa- der pqssed instructing the committee onac-l
Abraham Bradley, as acting or assistant Post was made. But I perceived in a small note ’ pletely deficient on this subject, and that those chusetts stating that he. had taken measures cbnnts to allow the Tn asurers of towns com-!
minions on the expenditures appropriated for
master General when in these very cases the in red ink, “ see letter of 13th April.1” I de- , clerks had thus erred, was not at all strange, for the division of the claim.)
allowances were actually made by the present manded the letter, find it was brought ; and, He (Air. G.) was satisfied that an error had i Bills enacted—altering the division line be the. bounty on crows.
vtfls ag letter of Phineas Bradley ¿to been committed in charging these allowances !
Additional act regulating fees of certain of-'
Post Master General. These documents in b’bhold, it vtfÊts
Air. Bradley—he was
Was equally well satisfied j tween the counties of Hancock and Wash fleers, had two readings, and to-morrow as.!
each of thpse cases, exhibit to your eye pal Harrall, six days after Abraham’s functions to Mr.
ington
;
an
act
concerning
corporations.
had ceased, stating that the Postmaster GehGen- !' that in making
making.out
’out those abstracts in the manman-1
signed for a third reading.
pable erasures, where the name of “ William eral
(Barry) had exammed
his claim for extra ¡nqr which
hdis been
been done,
done, the
the Postmaster
Postmaster’ The Senate agreed to a conference, yester
.............................
finch h®F
A Protest against the Midnight Bill signed !
T. Barry, Postmaster General,” has beei^ _ _ ; ‘2 .' ’ ‘
day
proposed
by
the
House,
on
the
su
iject
of
;
directed him to pass General had no blame.
by sixty-one members of the House of Rep.
rubbed out, and that of « Abraham Bradley; compensation, and- had
the
dividing
line
between
Holland
Lyman,!
—
...
i;. |
Clayton said he understood the gentleresen tatives, was presented by Mr. Boytelle, I
acting Postmaster General,” inserted. Alessrs. the sum of $1,992 50 per ann. to his credit, i
the thing was set- : man from Tennessee to say, by way of excuse and appointed Messrs. Megquier, Davee and : (We shall publish it as soon as possible. It¡j |
I’
Holmes and Grundy, he stated, were appoint as extra allowance. Here
Goodwin as conferees on the part of the Sen- !
The
charge
of
Bradley
to
the
Presifor
these
mutilated
documents,
that
in
some
i an ably written document.) And it was ored a sub-committee to ascertain the facts in tied.
- "
of the cases Mr. McLean had made the allow- ate.
the case. The result of the examination was, dent of Barry’s extra allowance, was true
The Militia Bill was then taken *up and de dered to be entered upon the Journals of the »
Sir,, an inspection
of the evidence will
the
attempt
in
Barry
’
s
official
report
to
shoulances.
.
House.
that Mr. Barry’s name was originally written
bated till the Senate adjourned.
Bills enacted for the prosecution and pun- i
down on the documents, as the person who der it off on Bradley was entirely defeated, j show that in nearly all if not in every case,
.
The
Select
Commit

p..... ;/-p
ishment of accessories in felonies ; a resolve i
made the allowances, according to the truth— The Assistant Postmaster General, (Gardner) the reverse is the fact. TL^
MONDAY,
MARCH
14.
reported on the affairs of the
’’ morning
...
in favor of procuring the maps and argument
that the name of Mr. Bradley was afterwards and Chief Clerk, (Brown) were forced to ad-; tee this
The President and Secretary both being relating to the N. E. Boundary ; for clearin» I
inserted, and now stands in each of these thir mit the error, and that the rule which bad fixed j Department, and the depositions and papers
ty-six cases, which, call them falsehoods, er about $40,000 of allowances upon Bradley, i to.show this, which have all been ordered to absent, the members of the Senate, were un out and making passible certain portages, °
these allowances from AI’Lean but chief- j be printed, are referred to in, and form a part able to organize themselves, and of course no
Leave to withdraw' was given on the peti-1
rors, or what you please—certainly misrepre took
ly from Barry, where they in fact belonged, j of, the report. Among these is a communi- business was done !
tion of Charles Merrill; of Benjamin Dunn* j
sents the fact. Then it is also necessary to
of Rufus Chase—of Jacob McDaniel.
state that the letter of A. Bradley to the Presi and charged them upon Bradley, where they | cation from Air. McLean, in which he informs
TUESDAY, MARCH 15.
' Committee that Bradley never made an
Mr. Smith of Portland, introduced an order
dent, which was read in the debate here, on did not belong. It was strange indeed, that the
An act to organize, govern, and discipline instructing the Judiciary Committee to in- I
the resolution of the Senator from Tennessee, this abstract should have been, at first made allowance while he was in the office of Post
master
General.
But,
Sir,
there
is
another
out
correctly,
and
that
McLean
’
s
and
Barry
’
s
the militia of this State was passed to be en quire into the expediency of authorizing the ■
charging Mr. Barry with gross violation of
law in some of these cases, (particularly the names should have been improperly erased reason why these documents should not be grossed ; also a resolve in favor of Elias Secretary of State to make and complete the !
printed
:
They
area
mere
evasion
of
the
reso

records required to be kept in his office,so !
Thomas.
South Carolina contract,) was written more and Bradley’s improperly inserted. Now it is
Several Bills were passed to be enacted in far as he can do the same from original doc
than a year ago, and shortly after his re ft wal not to be presumed that charges so grave as lution which called for them.
In a majority of all the cases of extra com- concurrence with the House, noticed in yes uments and papers in said office, which were
from office—that this letter had been sworn to those presented by Bradley to the Président
not recorded, previous to his election to office,
by Mr. Bradley, in the Committee, & that the of the United States, in his letter of the 17th pensation set forth in them, they do not state terday’s proceedings.
Read and passed.
tendency of this falsification of the documents, of October, were never communicated to the the “ additional services” to be performed, and i
which was the consideration for the allow-/
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16.
if undetected, was to convict Mr. Bradley w*
of I Postmaster General. Air. Bradley had been
Resolve relating to the Massachusetts
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16. I
swearing falsely, who, in saying, <on his oath, i an Assistant Postmaster General full thirty ance. They are now spread on the Secreta
Leave to withdraw was given on the peti- !
that the Postmaster General made the allow’¡years, am’, in all that time, had maintained ry’s table, and you may see that they do not j Claim, authorising the State Treasurer to re
constitute
without
the
contracts
even
an
apolj
an
irreproachable
character.
He
had
been
ceive that portion of the Claim belonging to tion of Charles Alerrill in concurrence, also of !
ances, stated the exact truth.
removed without being permitted to know ogy for
- -----------I....................
— l.v by
an answer to—the—requisition
made
Mr. Clayton, in conclusion, said, I will not thecause. One of the charges (to wit : prod-1 the Senate. Generally they do not give the this State, passed to be engrossed, also a re Rufus Chase.
Report of the Committee on the State
stop to inquire into the motives of those who igality,) which he prefers against the the Post- j length of the routes, or of the time in which solve providing for the purchase and distribu
Lands to whom was referred an order to an- )
directed these alterations to be made. With master General, (Barry) is attempted to be I they were to be performed ; but leave you to tion of Greenleaf’s Reports.
Ordered that the Committee on Claims be thorise the Land Agent to compromise de- 1
motives we have nothing now to do. But shouldered off on him. This the witness I refer to the contracts themselves, which it is
the fact is uncontrovertible, that these docu declares on oath was the act of Barry him i not proposed to print. And in one case where instructed to examine, and report on the mands in favor of the State against insolvent
claim of Erastus Foote for compensation for debtors, that legislation on this subject is not
ments are unworthy of credit. It is there self, and proves it in the way I have stated.
the excuse for extra allowance is set down to his services rendered to the State under a re expedient came from the Senate, acceptedin
fore, unworthy of the Senate to publish them,
“ The depositions of Brown, Dundas, Tay be an increase of expedition by carrying the solve passed Feb. 8, 1828—passed in concur concurrence.
and I hope the order for their publication,
mail through one and a half hours sooner, the
Bill for the abolition of imprisonment of
made in an unguarded moment, may be re lor, Suter, and Gardner, admit the misrepre proof, as you will see by the depositions, is, rence.
sentation in this “ abstract but “ it is an in
A message was received from the Governor ! honest debtors pass« d to be engrossed.
scinded.
nocent mistake.” It may be so, and we wish that it was to be carried through two hours communicating a message from the Governor
that the Committee on the Judiciary
Mr. Holmes said—Air. President: having ; in all charity, that we had better grounds to sooner than before the extra compensation , of Massachusetts, relating to the establishment Ij beOrdered
instructed to,enquire into the expediency |
been selected by the Committee as a sub-i! presume
Dresume it. This “ abstract” is neither an ! '^s allowed. The law explicitly directs that | of some general plan for the organization of
I of altering an act regulating towns, town )
committee with the Senator from Tennessee, I original
Prio.;nnl record, nor a copy from any record. | the extra allowance shall be regulated by the
the militia which was read and referred.
meetings and choice of town officers.
(Mr. Grundy) to go to the Department, exam-,) It states briefly in each case, the amount of original contract and apportioned according to
Bills enacted—to incorporate the York Man- i
ine the books, and ascertain what was the I the contract, the name of the contractor, the the measure of duty to be performed.—To
THURSO 'Y, MARCH 17.
ufacturing Company—a resolve additional retruth, we took with us the witness under ex- amount of the extra allowance, and for what | determine the propriety of the allowance, the
Mr. Hinds of Kennebec presented a Pro 1 specting the Canada road—to incorporate the i
amination and proceeded to the General Post! ^
j- t -is neither
ap extract
or ■ abstract
- additional service must be distinctly stated,
Proprietors of the SacaBoom Company—for J
Office.
Wetook also the Mrae of alow- from any record or d*„,nent. It ¡s rather a i and as this has not been done in most of the test, signed by nine Senators, against the Heal
the preservation of fish in Penobscot River.
ances, now before the Senate. Tins abstract I com
of th
facts fl.om the letters ! cases, the documents, without reference to the ing Act, which was ordered to be entered on
Petition of John Taber 2d, for change of \
was obtatned by a call made on the I4th of
and ,he |ed , It sgems si„. . contracts, showing nothing, are not worth the the Journals of the Senate.
name read and referred.
Several Bills passed stages.
April last, made by a Senator from
- ’ is
- no direct3 record. of_ the time I cost
Tn“ Ohio,!
1HU’ i £u1- ar that there
printing. But it is enough now to say
Air. Boutelle had leave of absence after to- >
(Mr. Burnet,) requiring among <otner tmngs,
a^0?i?ance5 weregranted. But nev- that the Senate will not deliberately give pubday.
information of extra allowances made to con- .I ertheless, it happened in this case that the ' hcity to what they know to be untrue,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
On motion of Air. Shapleigh of Berwick, |
tractors, and for what additional services, that.
subordinate officers found no difficulty in asAir. Grundy protested against the course
I the House took up the consideration of the j
the Senate might compare the value of the I certaining iwhich
1 ‘ 1 Postmaster
T' '
j
j
>
•
>
General did ! which was pursued by the gentlemen on the
Bill additional respecting appeals passed to )I “ Bill to divide the town of Berwick, and to i
service with the compensation. The answer ,i make the allowances ; and nothing but the other side.
He again asserted that although be enacted.
i incorporate the easterly part thereof into a
to this call did not come to the Senate until j! rule promulgated by Air. O. B. Brown, changed , ’
it was true that the name of Mr. Bradley had
Resolve requiring banks to make returns of town by the name of North Berwick.
the 10th February of this Session, near j the right into a wrong. Now, it would seem !
been substituted, yet that it was done by two their cajiital stock, was finally passed.
A warm and animated debate took place,in I
nine months. It was referred to the Com-1 that a rule so utterly fallacious as this, would
The State House.—This question was again which Alessrs. Shapleigh, Bourne, Jaques,
mittee on the Post Office, &c. and by them j operate sometimes for and sometimes against, young men who were willing to declare that
up, and the motion was to fill the Dummer, and Barnard on one side, and \
returned to the Senate on the22d, and order Air. Bradley : but. this (strange to tell) opera it was done without the intention offraud and ) taken
blank in the original report of
Alessrs. Herrick of X1H1ÜU«
Alfred, XMiv
Knowlton
and !
entirely through mistake.
ZA the
LUV Committee
V, . i
VV ¡LVIJ auu
ed to be printed ; and was then referred to ted in every case against him, and fixed upon
part.
Mr. Chambers then rose and said that he on the Public Buildings. Mr. Williams of Clifford on the other, took parr.
the Committee of Inquiry. It was volumin him the most numerous and extravagant ex
Augusta, moved to amend, by appropriating!
anew)
.
_ Í Air. Shapleigh presented a Bill in anew
ous and exceedingly confused ; but some tra allowances that were ever made in twice now felt it his duty, as having presented the $25,000
instead of over $30,000, winch was j draft and asked for the adoption of it in lien !
members of Committee discovered at once that distance of time. Considering, there memorial, to explain the objects of that me
the sum appropriated in the Senate. Air.) of the original bill, rejected. Mr.
Air. Shapleigh I
that it must be erroneous to say the least. fore, that Mr. Barry had been, long before morial.
Mr. Bradley had stated and sworn that the Williams stated that this was much less than , then moved several amendments which were I
The fact is that Air. McLean left the De this, presented to the President for extrava
the estimated expense, but with winch the ) also rejected. He then moved that the wbole •
partment about the 10th Alarch, 1829—that gance in these allowances, that his answer to i extra allowances mentioned in the memorial! inhabitants of Augusta, as Air. W. stated it, subject be referred to the next Legislature,
Mr. A. Bradley, the senior Assistant, was then a call from the Senate had been altered by ! were made by Mr. Barry, and had made this : are willing to undertake the completion of This question was decided by yeas ami nays
the Acting Post Master General, as locum erasures, so as to remove this charge from him 1 fact the foundation of a charge preferred the buildings. After much' further debate. in the negative. (The Jackson party voting
tenens, from that time, until 7th April, less and fix it on Bradley ; that the falsity of against Mr. Barry to the President of the Uni Air. Bradbury of «Hollis imoved to lay the against a reference.)
having theau-1
than four weeks. Still, within that time, ad the official document had been detected and: ted
. States. Mr.
~ Barry’s. report
■
...
amendment and the Resolve upon the table, j) "Mr.
Mr. Shapleigh then voted to lay the bill on
ditional allowances appeared by this “ ab acknowledge.! by the officers wbo have the I thorig <¡“.3 official stat,on and Ins s.gnatnre Mr. Williams opposed it—and closed his re- the table, and the bill was laid upon the table. !
. . _ manaierneit
•„
I! asisfti-t« that thp
PYtva
a
Inwannps wpi
p made
innrlp
¿Mef
of
the
department,
it
is
foi
t
1
)
6
exu
?
»'lowanees
were
stract” to have been made, of about $42,000.
marks by withdrawing his original amend-! A
n;n relatingtb the Bridge in Kennebunk,
ir, ......Rnnt |I
A bill
It therefore charges the merit, and proposing another, in which he ' was debated, bm no question was taken before I
Upon examining this “ abstract” it appeared, the public to decide whether such errors in bY,Mr'
1
’
I
statement
and
affidavit
of
the
memorialist
to
.
;
nn,
i
i
moreover, that there had been thirty-six era such a department, which combine to destroy . r >
v * •
j
i
ii,
i I asked lor an appropriation oi $2o,C0c, pledg- the House adjourned.
on all hands,
. •
,<■ 1 ‘ J
••
a
’
°
sures, and A. Bradley’s name inserted. The the fair fame of a worthy and highly distin be false. Yet it is now admitted
iiby an examination
•
citizens oi Augusta
and
conclusively
proved
ot1 mg
” himself
. with the
>
&
, to
allowance to Harrall appeared the most ex guished citizen, are to be ascribed to gross ,i i i
.
.u * the
...
n
;; come
THURSDAY. MARCH 17. I
the books ofr.i
the Department,
that
allow, .. under
,»
..an obligation
,7 . , to
. , rcomp
J, ete die
traordinary. This was a case of erasure. It ignorance or base design.
ances were made by the pnient Postmaster '
bhc, b,n '""8s’
«hole) for tms sum.
Mr. Dummer was placed on the Judiciary |
seems that Bradley had, on the 17th October
From all the evidence which we obtained General, Mr. Barry and not hv Mr. Bradley ;! A!so tosucb ,slde .wa'ks f. W0Uiil
Committee in palce of Air. Routelle.
1829, in a letter to the President, among other from the department, it would seem that in anil further that the name of Mr. Barry orig- !
Petition of Inhabitants of Whiting was re- I
tb| me mbers tn travellmg to the
things, charged Air. Barry with prodigality, less than four weeks, Mr. Bradley is made to inaliy and properly inserted in the abstract al- ! ®.tate House from then- boarmug bouses,
committed, the House nonconcurring with the
and had instanced this allowance to Harrall. have given extra allowances in 47 cases ; in hided to has been’erased and the name of Mr.
B?lesdenner and Brtdb.try at length
Harrall’s contract was for carrying the mail thirty-six of which, Mr. McLean and Barry Bradley substituted. It is therefore conceded i tsl,"ke 1,1 ia.vor of '“Y",1« the. ,res0‘’e "!)o",tb". Senate in granting leave to withdraw.
Resolve authorising the State Treasurerto I
from Georgetown to Charleston, South Caro were rightly charged, but their names were that thirepresentation given by Mr. Bradley P“1’1« : “ud 'vere m'K’wed by Mr. fennth of receive the portion of the AlaSsachusetts claim |
i
-r>
u
V
i
•
i
luuH
CUI
UIUUI
J
JilvOll
Uy
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•
lina, for 6,000 dollars and the extra allowance
•
•
P the
. "report of- Mr
--•’ | Portland on the same side. Alessrs. Deane belonging to this State, was finally passed.
erased, and Bradley’s wrongfully inserted. It I is true, and■ that
given
by
was 1,992 dollars, about 33 per cent.; and the
’of ELsworth, and Knowlton of Aloutville,
appears
further,
that
though
the
ca
11
as
to
Barry
the
p
ostinaster
General
is
false.
”
Resolve laying a tax on the several Coun
.
Now,
!
cause alledged was two hours expedition ;
opposed the motion. But before the question ties passed to be engrossed.
these
extra
allowances,
which
was
made
nine
s¡1
.
continued
Mr.
Chambers,
this
falsi
sir,
continued
Air.
Chambers,
this
false
report
the law allowing only a pro rata addition, | months before it was answered, extended also
was taken, the House adjourned to half past
Bill regulating elections was recommitted |
which would have been about 8 per cent, if to the reasons, or considerations for them, has been ordered by the Senate to be printed, 2 o’clock.
to a select committee.
the two hours expedition had been required. yet in very few instances has the reason or and .this is the history of this singular affair.
An order passed requesting the Governor
But here was another' error in the abstract, consideration been given ; and in some it is The question for consideration is, whether
SATURDAY, MARCH 12.
to transmit to the House such returns of Bank I
the expedition required being only one and a found that it has been erroneously given. In the Senate will contribute their aid to circu
Leave to withdraw in concurrence, was Stock as have been made to the Secretary’s I
late a falsehood, and thereby make itself aux
half hours.
this very case of Harrall, all that is pretended iliary to the distribution of a charge now ad given on the petition of Daniel Smith and office pursuant to a Resolve passed 12th hist I
This extravagance, which Bradley in his to have been gained for this $1992 per an
Bill to divide the town of Berwick and in- I
Sally Smith.
letter to the President, had charged upon num, is expediting two hours in twenty-four, mitted to be utterly untrue, deeply offensive
Resolve giving to Bremen, Friendship, and corporate North Berwick passed to be en- I
to
the
character
of
a
man
who
has
grown
Barry, and had before the Committee verified it which, upon enquiry, turns out to be but an
i Cushing,
each
representation,
..... ——
- —arseparate
—
«ww.., laid grossed.
by his oath, Barry had, in an official communi hour and a half. In the short time that this grey in useful service to his country, and who )
Resolve granting Elias Thomas three him- |
by Air.
' table \
‘ Baxter of Bristol,, was
cation, charged back upon Bradley.
The mass of matter has been before us, we have has attained an honorable old age in the midst') upon the
read and indefinitely -postponed. The yeas dred dollars for Clerk-hire in former yearsift
reputation of these two gentlemen seemed, discovered enough to convince me that tiffs of active life, without reproach to his integrity
the Treasurer’s office, was indefinitely post
and nays were ordered—Yeas 63, nays 46.
therefore, to be so deeply involved, that it be mutilated, mangled, perverted document nev or a stain on his fair fame.
Petitions read and referred—oi George M., poned.
The question was then taken on Air.
came the duty of the Committee to ascertain er ought to go to the public with the sanction
Bill altering the time of holding the Com-1
Randall ; of Abraham Morrill and others.
how the fact was and the sub-committee was of the Senate. The Senator from Tennessee Chamber’s motion, when it was carried with
The Seat of Government question was then mon Pleas Court, in York County, was indef-1
out
a
division.
accordingly appointed.
suggests that the petition and this document
taken up. The amendment proposed by Mr.
In pursuance of this appointment, we pro may both be published. But the committee
Smith of Portland, (viz. on condition that the
ceeded to the Department ; Mr. Barry was know that the petition is true and the docu
Daring Theft.—On Tuesday about $200 in town of Portland will erect a building one
Air. Anderson, Representative in Congress. >
not there ; we inquired of Air. Gardiner, the ment is not. Shall we, then, give currency money was stolen from the store of Mrs. du’- ! fourth larger than the State House at Augus- from this district, arrived in town on Friday I
Assistant, and others, for the person who to official slanders against a citizen who has Audebert, milliner and fancy goods dealer in ta for $25,000, the Governor shall issue his evening, last week.—While passing through
made out the “ abstracts,” and Air. Taylor served you near forty years with distinguish Portland. The circumstances we understand i Proclamation asking the decision of the Peo- the town of York, his trunk was cut from the J
and Air. Dundas were introduced, and, after ed ability, and stern integrity ? If his faithful to be these. She boards in the house adjoin- pie upon the question, whether Augusta or stage. As soon as the loss was ascertained)
a preliminary examination, were sworn and services could not save him from a relent ing her ktore.—AVhen she went to breakfast, Portland shall be preferred, and that that de- Mr. A. returned in search of the trunk, which )
testified. We recurred to the erasures, and less proscription, but he must be cast upon she left the key of the store upon the table cision shall be final—the materials now in was found, with most of its contents, in the
asked what was erased to make the blanks the world in the evening of his days, penny in the entry of her boarding-house.
In Augusta were to be given to the contractors house of a Air. Lewis. During the search)'
. which were filled by Air. Bradley’s name ? less, and without employ, surely we will not about fifteen minutes she returned, and found in Portland) was laid upon the table.
we understand that a number of articles or
They answered, Mr. Barry’s and Mr. Al’Lean’s, give currency to that which, if true, would the key in the door, and on examining her i Air. Smith then proposed several amend
amend- Ladies’ apparel, &c. were found, supposed to
but chiefly Mr. Barry’s. Why were Messrs. consign him to infamy, but which we know is trunk in the back room of the store, the mo- ments, which laid several other restrictions be a part of the contents of two other trunk81
AIcLean and-:Barry’s name first inserted? a gross fabrication. If you will consent to ney was missing.
-belonging
~
upon Augusta than the proposition offered by ! -[one 1of- tlum
to -Airs. Cox,
of thia
Courier.
Because they supposed it was right; but Mr. adopt a resolution, directing the printer to en
Air. Williams. Two were adopted, but the town] cut from the stage within a short time.
Brown, by order of the Postmaster General, close the erasures in brackets, and insert this
last amendment which refused any appropri- Lewis has been committed to gaol.
A young man who was overturned in a ation until the buildings are completed, was
as he said, had determined otherwise, and di resolution in a note at the bottom of each
Portland
Argus.
'
rected this rule : to take the leger and look page which shall contain an erasure, the an mail-stage between Boston and Roxbury, in negatived*
of the
on the front wheel ! Another
■
at the account of the contractor which was tidote would then go with the poison, and no consequence
off and
hidnut
hoffi
amendment proposed by Mr. DeA new Post Office has been established in
adjusted for each quarter, and if the credit of harm would be done. But, as it is, I protest coming i
verdict in theÄÄ
*2.^“ I"»«“? an ap- the east part of Oxford, in Oxford Cou»ç,
the allowance at the end of the quarter is against such injustice.
has^ obtained a verdict m the Supreme Court prOpriation be referred to the People, to be de- called “ East ÖxfortFÄ
and Pr'
of
Massachusetts
for
500 no-Jînat
th«
p’ Y»"1“1'?“
a cupiv, m we ue- called
» rast UXlord rost Office," auu
carried into Bradley’s time, charge the allow
Mr. Grundy followed Air. Holmes, and at-,-*
—
xv $ 500
DrietoM
of the X/
g
1 P
i c,ded at the UeXt Sept- electi°n, was also neg- j Jacob Tewksbury, appointed Postmaster,
prietors of the
the stage.
stage.
ance io him. It appeared that the account tempted to exculpate Mr. Barry, and the others | pnetorsot
¡atived.
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SPATE OF MAINE.
In the Executive aitting of the Senate yes
17, 1831.
terday, the following appointments were con
You will have seen by the newspapers, the BY THE GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF MAINE: firmed :
SATURDAY, MARCH 19, 1S31.
account of the important business done in the
a ooaaBiTiaw
Win. J. Duane, to be Commissioner (with f OST in Kennebunk-port, on Thursday,
10th inst. within a mile of the dwelling
Senate on Monday. When the hour, to which
Messrs.
Winchester and Hoyt) to adjust the «
FOR A DAY OF
General Post Office.—Most important that body had adjourned, arrived, the President
claims under the Danish Treaty, in the place house of the subscriber, a Calf-skin PocketPublic Humiliation, Fasting and Prayer.
disclosures will be found in the preceding and Secretary were not to be found. By the
of Stephen Simpson, who was yesterday re Book. containing several Notes, and other pa
pers, and a small amount in change.
columns—we refer to the Memorial of Air. A. rules and orders these were the only persons
jected by the Senate.
The Notes were given by the fallowing
The nomination of S; C. Stambugh, as In
The season of the year having returned, in
Bradley, late Assistant Post Master General, having authority to call the Senate to order.
They waited, and waited—and waited—but 1 which, from the first settlement of our coun- dian Agent to die Menominee tribe, was yes persons, and payable to the subscriber or
which was presented by Mr. Chambers, in the still neither of the officers appeared. What!
order :
try, it has been customary for the people to terday rejected by the Senate.—Mat. Int.
Ebenezer Cleaves, $15—Alexander Plaisted,
U. S. Senate, on the 3.1 inst. and the facts was to be done nobody could tell. But it be-J [)e nivitec| by the civil authority to assemble
nor nno
.1
>
•
»before
,
Advantage of having a Senate.—Just before $25—Calif & Pratt, $16—John B. Taylor, $16
mg oliHnat
almost one n
o ’nlanlz
clock, TVTv
Mr. Gardner,
one rxo.P j together
to •bow themselves
the nm
Throne
elicited in the debate to which it gave rise. jnrr
meifibers, took it upon himself:
himself' O
off°their
AimiMitv Creator,
Creator humbly to ac- the adjournment, the Senate, by a vote of —Phillip Chadbourne, $9—Joseph Benson,
lheir Almighty
That the statements made by Mr. Bradley in the republican members,
to request the members to come to order.: kuOwIedge their manifold transgressions of three to one, rejected the nomination of an $5—Theodore Green, $5—Stephen Tar
his memorial are strictly correct, cannot for a They then chose a new President and Secre
His holy law, to supplicate the Divine mercy Indian Agent appointed last year by the Pres box, $16—James Taylor $3—George Hill,
moment be doubted—their correctness was tary. Having thus organized the board, they and forgiveness, and to i uplore a continuance ident. As. soon as the Senate had adjourned, $10—Joshua Day, $2—John Worth, $5—
Caleb S. Staples, $7—Silas Grant, $3. The
Gen. Jackson re-appointed him.
admitted in the Senate by one of the strongest were as they supposed, ready to proceed to of His gracious favor and protection :
sums above named are the balances now due
I have, in conibrmity with the laudable ex
friends to General Jackson’s administration. business. But on attempting to open the
on the above notes—the original sums for
j Pr. siilent’s desk, it was found that it was
HYMENEAL.
—Coming before the People as these things locked ; so that of course they had no papers ample of our pious Forefathers, by and with
which they were given being larger. There
the advice and consent of the Council, ap
do, undenied and undeniable, > they are de to act upon. Here they were in a predica- pointed THURSDAY, the twenty-first aay of
MARRIED—In this town, on Sunday rabrn- were other notes, the particulars in relation to
serving of particular attention. Let then the inent, not less awkward than that in which April next, to be observed tlnoughout tins ino- last, by Kev W. .vi. Bryant, Mr. Ebenezer which are not recollected. The payment of
Gooch, to Miss Hannah Mitchell.
lhe Notes will be stopped. Any person who
memorial and the facts brought to light they were before their . organization. Two State, as a day of HUMILIATION, FAST
In Limington, by Rev. Mr. Page, Capt. Joseph will return said Pocket-Book and contents
or tliree reports Were made by committees, ING, and PRAYER. And all the people
Small, to Miss Almiia Libbey.
Muring the debate be read and pondered well. Which Wer : accepted. When the hour of one
shall receive a reward of Five Dollars.
and ministers of the Gospel, ofevery denom
In Lebanon, on Sunday evening last,-by El
FRANCIS BOSTON.
Let the people decide whether Corruption is arrived., they voted that the messenger should ination, are requested to meet on that day der Delano James Lord, Esq. of South Ber
Kennebunk-port, Moirch 17,1831.
not stamped in too legible characters upon break open the President’s desk, provided he in their respective places of public worship, wick, to Miss Sally Delano, of L.
In Concord Jal, Abijah Gilson, of Tyngsboro’,
these proceedings to be done away by the puny did not make his appearance before two with humble and contrite hearts to offer up
o’clock. As it was in the day time, it was
pretence that the errors were made through considered that it would not be regarded as their united supplications to that Almighty
and Eternal Being, whose mercy enduretfi
mistake, or by tile loud and repeated vocifera burglary. After having spent the day, and forever, and who freely extendeth his pardon
OBITUARY
-ii KEEN AILS, and all other kinds of
tions of Jackson editors that the present admin the people’s money in this manner, it was vo ing love and gracious favor to all, who truly
DIED—In this town, on Saturday last, Mr.
ted
to
adjourn.
The
officers,
I
believe,
have
OAK SHIP TIMBER, <fc PLANK,
repent and forsake their transgressions, and Joseph Gooch,senior, aged about 7dyears.
istration can do nothing wrong. Admit the ex
since returned to their places. This is the
cuse, palpable and ridiculous as it appears to Senate which the Jackson papers say, is des with dcyout sincerity call for Salvation on the , In Kenhebunk-port. on Monday last, Mr. John wanted for a vessel of 270 Tons, by
name of their Saviour and their God.
GEORGE W. BOURME.
Downing, aged 74.
be, that Mr. Bradley’s reputation was near patching business so rapidly.
Kennebunk Land-mg, Ataich 19. 1831.
While we contemplate lite regions of the
In Allred, on the 13th inst. Mrs. Sarah Cole,
It will be recollected that at the beginning world now suffering imdt^ tlje oppressions of wife of Mr. Remich Cole, aged 46 years.—Cn
being blasted by the mistake of two young and
inexperienced Clerks, and it affords a most of the session, seven menAvere chosen by the despotic power, or contending for the unalien the 15th, M iss .Eliza, d<tugliter of M r. J oH n
Legislature, who were to be called, counsel
, fg^AKEN by Execution and to
striking comment upon the system of“ re lors. It was supposed, of course, that these able rights of ci vil and religious freedom, and | Emerson, aged 17 years.—An infant child of v ork, ss.
j
|)e goj(j
pa^r Auction,
behold the wars and civil commotions, which j Mr. iN. Yeaton.
wards and punishments” which has been persons were elected for the performance of rend and agitate the distant nations, let us j In Cojriiish, Sth inst Mr. James Holmes, aged
on Monday the 18th day of April, 1831, at
adopted by the administration. It plainly important duties. From the name which was humble ourselves, that we have been no more ! 94 years.— lie was one o; the first settlers of One o’clock in the afternoon, at the store of
town.
shows the utter inutility, nay the injurious and given to them,4t was presumed that they were thankful to our Heavenly Father for the in-1 that
Aaron Hubbard, Esq. in Acton, in said coun
In Saco, IOth inst. Mrs. Ann, wife of Mr.
to be sober, discreet, grave, and perhaps grey
dangerous tendency of turning out old, tried beaded man. When they presented them- numerable privileges and blessings, both of a ! Isaac F. Snow, formerly of S. and daughter of ty, all the right in equity of redemption,
temporal and spiritual nature, winch He has
which Daniel G. Tompson, of said Acton,
and faithful officers, who are well acquainted . selves in the house, for the purpose of taking abundantly bestowed upon us. Have we not theb ilate John Cleaves, r.s ,. aged 46.
VA. 71 years, Trader, has in and to the following described
in Biddeford, Dea John Davis, |L
aged
the
solemn
oaths
required
by
the
constitution,
with their duties, and appointing to their
reason to exclaim, in the language of inspira- 1 [ill(;<>rreet.ly inserted J.din ( lark’ kut week.]
mortgaged real estate, to wit.—One parcel of
Hollis, Dec. 18. Miss M
H daughter
of land containing about one and two thirds of
places ‘youngand inexperienced men.’ View faithfully to do their duty, we had reason to tion; “ He has spoken to us, but we have not 1 “ In
' ..............
'• ary "
‘
believe, that our suppositions were well found
an acre, situate near Acton or Shapleigh Cor
ing this matter in the most favorable light ed. They were all good looking men. Some heard ; He has called unto us, but vye have ' Mr. Thomas D. Locke, aged 20 years.,
j
In Great Falls v.l age. a child of Mr. E. Hall ner, and near and south of the dwelling house
not answered 1”
possible for the accused, it cannot but excite of them, in their personal appearance, evinced
But notwithstanding our past ingratitude, j —A child of Mr, William Ham, aged 6 months. of Samuel P. Page, being the same parcel of
in the minds of the candid of all parties emo no small degree of dignity ; and phrenologists and forgetfulness of the Divine Source, from ! In Limington,J5th ult. Maj. ¿Nathaniel Atkin land that said Tompson purchased of John
would have thought they saw in the config which all our blessings flow, He still gracious son, aged 23 years.
tions of regret and indignation.
Hubbard. One other parcel of land, contain
uration of the heads of some of them, some ly permits us to approach the Seat of His
ing about eighty acres, situate on the east
manifestations of intellect, and also, at least, a Mercy, and present before Him our wants
SHIP NEWS
side of the road leading from said Acton or
The Legislature.—A committee was ap little nobleness of soul. But somehow or and our complaints. Let us avail ourselves
Shapleigh Corner, to Newfield, and is near
KENNEBUNK, MARCH 19.
pointed in the House of Representatives on other, in the latter particular, these manifesta of the inestimable privilege, and pray that
the dwelling house of Stephen Nason,—and
tions
have
been
deceptive.
When
these
men
He would mercifully continue towards us the
Monday last, “ to ascertain what business
is the same that said Tompson purchased of
had seated themselves in the council chamber,, manifestations
IuanneBiauuus w
lliS rmwvellous
in;j3venuus goodness*,
gWuIlceB^
of His
Mark Heard.—One other tract of land being
there is before the legislature to be acted upon
from
March 12—Sch. Independence, Lord,
it was thought by one of them, in order to '
vvou|j smile upon the openintf sea
in said Acton containing three-fourths of an
the present session, and when the legislature show then- wisdom, and faithfully to do their | sous of lhe vear alld bleSS the |a00rs of the i Gloucester.
acre with the buildings thereon, and situate at
may have a recess.” We should think it high duty to the State, as well as to show the peo-1 husbandman ; that He would prosper our i 15— Sch. Elizabeth, Talpy, from York.
said Acton or Shapleigh Corner.—ALSO one
SAILED.
time that such a committee was appointed. pie, in what important and weighty busmess , inanufactures and the mechanics arts, cause !
other tract of land containing about twentythey
were
engaged,
that
they
would
set
down
'
oin
.
CO[lli
iierce
to
flourish,
and
extend
His
March 14—Sch. Ploughboy, Walker, for Bos- five acres, lying and being on the east side of
The legislature has been in session (including
and criticise the records of the council of the g(!aniia!i care over a|| those, who are exposed i ton
the highway leading from said Acton or
to-day,) seventy-four days, at a daily ex last
as .cis «,..1
well to the dangers of the deep ; and that the ex
oct two years. These records, oc
16— Sehr. Washington, Brown, for Boston.
Shapleigh Corner to said Newfield, adjoining
pense of not much if any less than $400 to j known, are made by the Secretary of State, ertions and honest industry ofevery profession
17— Sch. Ann Maria, Morrill, for Wells.
land of said Samuel P. Page, and land ofEzej
General
Russel,
the
late
Secretary
as
to
accu1
the State, making a total of twenty-nine
and useful pursuit may be suitably rewarded,
kiel Wentworth,«—and is .the same land that
j racy, has probably but few equals. His rec and so directed as to promote the welfare and
Ar at New-Orleans, 26th ult. ship Delos, "Wil- f the said Tompson purchased of William Bee
thousand six hundred Dollars. Now we
ords are made with great care and fidelity. The happiness of all classes of the community ;— ’ liains, ofjhis port, Boston 28th Jan.
tle.—One other parcel of land situate in said
would ask, what have the people received as j sage counsellors, however, thought it imporThat our civil, literary and religious institu- 1 Cid at Newport, ship Constitution, Stone, Acton, on the east side of the road leading
an equivalent for this enormous expenditure ? | taut to manifest that “ they wTere wise above 1 tions may be sustained and prospered ; that ( New-Or lea ns.
from said Acton or Shapleigh Corner, to said
What business has been performed ? what ' what was written” and they have actually,—• all dangerous excesses of party excitement j Cid. at New-Orleans, 18th ult.. sch. Sarah, Newfield, containing about thirty acres, and
mighty undertaking accomplished to require I yes, it is a solemn fact,—been engaged no small may be allayed, and the several departments | Stevenson, Sisal ; 19th, brig Florida, Blaisdell, is the same land that the said Tompson pur
Baltimore
1 portion of their time, in mousing through these
so much time and money ? Are we referred j records, to detect some little errors, and what of our National and State governments may ; Ar. at Gloucester, 7th inst. sch. Only Daugh chased of Aaron Hubbard and Andrew Lord.
have wisdom to adopt and firmness to pursue 1 ter, front Boston, for Saco.
ALSO, all the right, title and interest said
to the notorious “ Healing Act”—the “ Bank I is stranger still, they have made a written re- those measures which shall preserve the bar- 1
Ar. at Holmes' Hole. IOth inst. sch. America, Tompson has in and to a certain Saw Mill,
I
port
of
the
result
of
their
labors
—
yes,
they
Bill”—and the “ Apportionment Bill” or Germony and most advance the prosperity .of our I[ Stover, York, for Baltimore.— Sailed 11th.
situate in said Acton, and known and called
|
Ar. at New-York, 9th inst. brig Leonidas, by the name of the ‘ Hubbard Saw Mill,’ and
ry-mander junior, as matters that required have put down in writing these solemn, and country.
j important facts—that 0:1 such a page, in such ■ Let us offer up our supplications, that a . ............
Mitchell,
of this
this port,
port, Mew-Orleans,
New-Orleans, 17
17;
’
..!, of
; IOth,
is on the road leading from Haley’s Corner,
much time for deliberation—all these did not ; a line, they had been able to discover, without
Divine blessing may attend ottr
our schools and brig Maine, Gouid.
Gould, do. do. Ciu
t
‘
barque
Phile- to said Acton or Shapleigh Corner.—Said
occupy more than eight days. We are per ' spectacles, that a little word such as a but or seminaries of learning land
and the means of,
of ( tus, Morrill, Matanzas.
real estate is under the encumberance of sev
Cid. at
fectly willing that the legislature should have 1 an and, or some particle, had been erased, and early and general education ; that our reli- I Cid.
at Boston,
Boston, - 11th inst briw Ivory-Lord, j eral mortgages.—Reference for other particu
i/f «! *
____
■
the
word
written
again,
or
some
other
inserted
gious instructors may receive strength and Farley, for New-Orleans.—-Sailed ]4Uj.
lars to be bad to the Office of the Register
time enough to mature all the necessary busi
i in its place.—On another page, in such a line, power faithfully to perform their duties, and | Ar. below Fhiladelphia, 7th, ship Eliza, Wise, of Deeds for said County of York.—The
ness which comes before it—we would not ! a word had been spelt wrong perhaps, had successfully inculcate those principles of love I
v‘n 'y™™-''; I”1' }g- _
I amount of the encumberances will be made
Cid at Charleston, 3d inst. brig Com. Preble,
that individual or public interests should suffer I been erased, and written again.—On another to God and love to man, which constitute the
known, and all other necessary information
Perkins,
for
Cowes
and
a
market.
from haste and consequent inattention. Blit ! page, they find a sentence, which they do not great doctrines of the holy religion we pro
Cid at Mobile, 24th ult. brig Tom, Dickenson, | concerning the premises given at the time
1
think,
is
strictly
according
to
the
rules
of
fess ;—that every people may be enabled to of Saco, for INeyv-York.
and place of sale.
we cannot perceive that any thing has been
I grammar.—In another place they discover
EBEN’R. NOWELL, Deputy Sheriff.
Adv. at Providence, 3d inst. sch. Colma,
done by the present legislature to warrant 1 that the record of one day’s proceedings had withdraw their affections from the sinful alhirementsmf the world, and place their chief Hough, of Saco, for Norfolk.
Sanford, March 8th, 1831.
a session of ten or twelve weeks. Last i been omitted, and that the Secretary had put delight in conforming to the will, and obeying
A° at Wilmington, N. C. 28th ult. sch. Postyear, although the Government was not or ' in a leaf, to supply the defect. I repeat it ; the laws of their Creator. So that all may Boy, Wheelwright, Port-an-Prince.
Ar. at New-York, 12th, sch. Billow, Crediford,
ganized until near the middle of February, , it is a solemn fact that these seven wise men know for a truth, that lhe only path to hap
of Maine, have employed no small portion of piness in this world is through a life of use Apalachicola.
npHE subscribers would respectfully inform
and notwithstanding the long and protracted J their time in this great business. It is very
their friends and the public, that they
New-Orleans, Feb. 21.—Cid. brigs James Ifulness, virtue and piety, and that it will sure
discussions in both houses on political ques j unfortunate that they should not have begun ly lead to a state of never-ending peace and and Isabella, Dunlevie. and Horace, Foss, of' have removed from their late place of busi
Kennebunk, f ir New-York ; 23d, brig Herschell, j ness to the commodious store recently occu
tions, the session was only 73 days in length, j further back, such discoveries are of so vast rejoicing in the world beyond the grave.
j importance to the people of this State. They;i And the inhabitants of this State are re- Lord, for Boston — Brig Horace, Foss, for New- i pied by Messrs.
and we should think quite as much business might in looking at the records kept by theJ quVsted to'absiaTn'from all labm-’l'.
and recrea- \ ork, was towed to sea.
GREENOUGH, BODWELL & CO.
was transacted last year, aside from the trouble Jackson Secretary discovered hundreds of l;oij i
At St. Croix, W. E. brig Bud, Merrill, from
i tion inconsistent with the. usual and appro- Norfolk,
where they solicit a continuance of the favors
discharging.
j
in organizing, as has been the present. Af words erased, and others put in their places— j pHate solemnities of the day.'
At Havana, 25th ult. sch. Norway, Storer, of of their old friends, as well as the approbation
of instances •11
of bad *grammar
—•m '
ter so much boasting by the Jackson press hundreds
,
“•
1
M • 4 R z*. t
4-r x-r f-. t T
A
V»
and confidence of the friends of all the late
one volume seven or eight leaves inserted—in Given at the Council Chamber in Portland. Saco, discharging,— o s ill in about 8 days.
occupants. They feel grateful for the favors
es, of the industry of the majority ; of their many instances, only two or three of the conn- j this twelfth day of March, in the year of our
SPOKEN.
they have already received, and are anxious
determination to let nothing impede the public ci 1 signing the proceedings of the day, though j Lord, one thousand, eight hundred and. thirty6th
inst.
off
York
Spit,
schr.
Crusader,
from
one, and in the fifty-fifth year of the. Indepen
to merit and retain the business and former
Baltimore, for Chaileston.
business, and after ten Clerks had been em those proceedings were of no validity unless
dence of the United States of America.
customers of the store.
signed
hy
four
—
some,
where
they
had
signed
!
ployed to aid and assist the Valuation Com
SAMUEL E. SMITH.
PALMER
MILLER.
on both sides in favor of an appointment, and 1■ By the Governor.
mittee, we did expect that the session of 1831
Kennebunk, March 9, 1831.
against it—some where persons had signed, I
Roscoe G. Greene, Secretary of State.
LL PERSONS having accounts with
would be a short one. But we are disap who were not members of the council. Win t
il
D. W. LORD, fy Co. of more than six
pointed. And we would repeat the enquiries a pity it is that they could not have extended
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
The Lecfuifc
the Forensic Club on months standing, are requested to call and
—what has been done ? what is the Jackson their labors back, so that the people could have
j settle them by cash or otherwise.
B~~E~AS opened an Office in Kennebunk,
majority about that the session is thus pro had all these”things upon paper. We might Wednesday evkTaiig, was by Mr. Bourne,
then have seen, the wonderful wisdom not only | member of the Legisiature from KennebmilG
Merchants can be furnished with
I
(over Mr. James Lord’s Store,) where
tracted ? We should like to have satisfactory of the present council, but also of the Jackson His subject was Domestic Economy ; and it
business entrusted to his care will meet with
answers to these questions. Nor are we alone councils of former years. I do not yet know, must be confessed there are but few subjects
at Boston rates, and liberal discounts made a prompt and faithful attention.
—they are repeatedly and seriously asked by whether we are to have this invaluable docu- which more emphatically and sensibly comq on all ratesybi- cash—the only terms that will
March 12.
jment
laid
before
the
Legislature
or
not.
home to the business and bosom of all classes
individuals in every section of the county.
We had the other day a most decorous and of society.—It was a lively and interesting be allowed in future.
FJIIM FORS^LE.
P. S. Baik and Pine Wood, wanted as
dignified debate in the house, on a question performance, and we take particular pleasure
A T Auction, at the Store of
Mr. Holmes’ Speech.—On our first page connected with the seat of government. Ln noticing it, because we think it calculated usual.
A Benjamin Dudley, in Lyman,
Goff’s Mill Tannery,
?
we have commenced the publication of Mr. Some memb -r had said something about the to have a beneficial and practical influence.
Kennebunk-port, March 18, 1831. 5
on Thursday, March 24th, 1831,
Holmes' first speech in the Senate of the County of York. Mr. Clifford said he was It is a subject intimately interwoven with the
at 2 o’clock P. M. a Farm in Ly
very sorry, that any gentleman had alluded to welfare ami happiness of society, and one
United States on the “ Post Office Inquiry.’ any agency which that county had in fixing
man, situate about one mile from the Rev.
which opens an extensive field for the labors
We shall probably give the remainder of it in the Seat of Government at Augusta. He of the philanthropist.—Mr. Bourne took his rpHE Selectmen of the town of Kenne- Mr. Lock’s Meeting-House, on the road
JL
bunk, will be in sessional the Select leading from Alfred to Saco, and about one
our next number. We hope it will be read wished that that subject might have been per audiance respectively into the parlour, the
men’s office, on Monday the 28th day of mile from Goodwin’s mills, so called. Con
mitted
to
sleep.
Upon
which,
Mr.
Herrick
of
sitting
room,
and
the
kitchen,
and
exposed
in
by every one—it will well repay a careful
Alfred rose, and said, Mr. Sjieaker, I have familiar style the extravagant expenditures of March inst. from nine to twelve o’clock in the taining about 38 acres Mowing, Pasturing
perusal.
viewed with indignation the remarks of the the toilet, the sideboard, and the tea-table, forenoon. All persons having demands a- and Tillage, with the buildings thereon, and
gainst the town are requested to present them is the same on which Mr. Israel G. Wakefield
New-Hampshire.—We have returns from gentleman from Newfield. It is an old say showing them to be ’altogether incompatible at that time for settlement.
now lives.
ing, that it is a dirty bird that will defile its with the depression of business which has
Terms of sale, good Notes at 3, 6 and 9
Kennebunk, March 19, 1831.
143towns—they give Dinsmoor 17,649votes; own nest. Mr. Clifford did not consider such prevailed a few years past among all classes
months, with interest.
Bartlett, 15,649—Jackson majority 2000.
a reply as worth noticing ; but Mr. Delesder- ofpeople. One of the greatest sources of dis
WILLIAM CUTTS, Agent.
nierrose and said, I have nothing to do with tress and hardship among the middling and
March 5.
HHAKEN on execution and will
the gentleman from Alfred ; I choose to leave lower classes of society, is the disposition, v
D E P A R TM E N T () F S TA TE. ?
be sold at Public Auction,
WASHINGTON. FEB. 28, 1831. $
every hog to wallow in his own mire.—Such which so universally prevails, to follow the York, ss.
D FL J WESP9RR ANCE,
Notice is hereby given, that agreeably is the dignity of the present Legislature, and fashions of the more wealthy in their extrav near the dwelling house of Benjamin T.
fOf AVING removed from Portland, and
C
hase
,
in
Buxton
in
said
county,
on
Monday
the
Council
of
Maine.
agant
expenditures
of
dress
and
manner
of
<O the provisions of an act of Congress, enti
Yours, &c.
living. Besides the effect of keeping nine the eighteenth day of April next, at one of the t~li taken the house lately occupied by
tled “ An act to provide for the adjustment of
tenths of the people poor compared with clock in the afternoon, ail the right, title and Gen. J. W. Bodwell, tenders bis profession
claims of persons entitled to indemnification
Extract of a letter received by a gentleman
what they might be were it not for this ty interest which the Buxton Manufacturing al services to the inhabitants of Kennebunk
under the convention between the U. States in Portland, dated Point a Petre, Peb. 12,1831.
ranny of fashion—it has also a bad influence Company, have in and unto the following des and its vicinity.
and his Majesty the King of Denmark, of the
“ A schr. from Wilmington, belonging to upon the moral condition of society. It en cribed real estate, situate in Buxton and Hol
Thursday, Nov. 25, 1830.
tf
twenty-eight March, eighteen hundred and
-thirty, and for the distribution among such Cape Ann, arrived at Point a Petre, having grosses the attention of people upon things lis, viz:
The lots or tracts of land with the buildings JOURNAL OF HEALTH,
claimants of sums to be paid by the Danish left St. Pierres, (Mart.) Feb. 11, and reports that are worse than useless, to the neglect of
Conducted by an association of Physicians,
thereon, and formerly owned by Joel Mar
Government to that of the United States, ac- that island in a stafb of revolt; several plan their moral and intellectual culture.
We feel disposed to enlarge upon this sub shall, Samuel Came, John Woodman and I S published twice a month, at Philadelphia,
rordlng to the stipulation of the said conven tations had been fired and the town set on
tion,” the commission created in pursuance fire in three places. Several families had ject, but have not time now. We shall take Samuel T. Edgcomb, of said Buxton and 3 16 pages 8vo. at 1,25 per annum in ad
of said convention is required to convene in taken refuge on board of American vessels, occasion to recur to it again, probably more Hollis, in said county of York, aforesaid, with vance.—The Journal of Law, is published
but the soldiers and inhabitants had stopped than once, when we have more leisure.
all the water privileges thereunto belonging, at the office of the Journal of Health, in num
that city on the first Monday in April next.
the fire and suppressed in a measure the dis
One suggestion of the lecturer we will on the Saco river below Salmon falls, so call bers of 16 pages, 8vo, on the 1st and 3d Wed
turbances. A nun her of vessels had left however mention here, as worthy of consid ed, to sa.is y an execution in favor of Joshua nesdays of every month. Price $1,50 per an
We refer our readers to the concluding part from fear, having slipped their cables.”
eration, viz. the formation of a society to re Sears, of Boston, in the county of Suffolk, anti num in advance. .
[This account has been confirmed by a form extravagances in dress and living. Such Commonwealth of Massachusetts, against
of the letter in the next column from a Port
S. CQLMAN, Portland, is Agent for the above
a society of course must operate by example, said Buxton Manufacturing Company, fbi valuable works for this 8tate.______ .
land correspondent,—Messrs, Clifford, Her later arrival at New York.]
the
sum
of
two
hundred
and
eleven
dollars
by the direction it might give to public opin
rick, and Delesdernier are all Jackson men.
good assortment of Justice
The steamer Republican, lately burst her ion and fashion ; and if touched rightly it and twenty-four cents, and all fees and exSuch compliments between bosom friends, boiler on Red River, Lou. killing a black and might do great good.
pences.
RICHARD SMITH, D. Sherif
Blanks
for $ale at this Office*
March 12, 1831,
evince a high state of refinement.
Portland Courier tf yesterday.
a white loan.
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Letter to the EUtor, dated—
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POSZET-BOOH LOST,

Please to Notice.

NOTICE.
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a

NOTICE.
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POETRY

UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE

PROBATE NOTICES

DU MFRIES’

NEW LITERARY PREMIUMS,

Wl Al231?

ITCH OXWTMEHTl
Vol. 5, for 1’831—with 12 Splendid Engraving
riOHE extensive sale and established rep- At a Coivit ofProbate held at Alfred, within and
Youths and maidens, whither are you going,
SENATE.
for the county of York, on the first Monday
Lightly bounding o’er life’s flowery mead 1
JL
utation of
HIS very popular Literary Journal
in January, in the year of our Lord eighteen
THURSDAY, FEE. 24.
Cheeks with pleasure, health, and beauty glowing,
DUMFRIES’ ITCH OINTMENT,
published every other Saturday a!
AH around you innocent joy bestowing,
hundred
and
thirty-one,
by
the
Hon.
WILLThe Senate again resumed the considera encourages the Proprietor to recommend it
$1,50 per annum, will commence a new
Whither do you speed ?
.
I
AM
A.
HAYES,
Judge
of
said
Court
:
tion of the amendments to the bill making with renewed confidence to the public, as a
Volume on the 14th of May, 1831. Each
Father, seest thou yon mountain 1
appropriations for the support of Government most innocent as well as powerful applica JAMES W. ROBERTS, guardian of Si
No. is printed on an imperial sheet fine
There the sweetest warblers sing,
for the year 1831—as heretofore stated.
mon Hill, a minor, having presented his
white paper, making 16 pages, or 416 ina
There is pleasure’s purest fountain.
tion for this annoying disease. The most |
Mr. Tyler rose, and, in a speech of about
first account of guardianship of his said ward
year, adapted expressly for binding. T]le
There the brightest flowers of spring.
inveterate
cases
have
been
cured in one
two hours duration, defended the course of
for allowance:
Those the only joys we hoed ;
volume will be embellished with twelve
Thither, father, oil we speed.
his colleague, and replied to the arguments of hour 1 by this esteemed Ointment. It con
ORDERED—That the said guardian give
beautiful copperplate engravings, prepared
Messrs. Livingston and Kane. . Remarking tains no Mercury, or other noxious ingre notice to all persons interested, by causing a
expressly for the Ariel, and principally of
liovely youth, like you in life’s glad morning,
Bright I deemed each distant flower and gem ;
upon the terms “lawless,”“unconstitutional,” dient, and may be confidently applied even copy of this order to be published three weeks
American scenes and incidents..
J
False they shone ; but those your path adorning
and “ derogation of the rights of this body,” to the youngest children, or to pregnant Successively in the Kennebunk Gazette, print
Its contents are Tales, Essays, Poetry
Shine with truth—regard an old man’s warning ;
as used by his colleague :—he said that the females. Price 37 and one half cents.
ed at Kennebunk, in said county, that they
Sketches, Biography, Anecdotes, Miscella?
Pause and gather them.
citizens of Virginia were a bold and fearless
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
ny, &c. from the most popular English-&
fifi %%
Father, must we lonely gather
People, and called things by their right names.
Kennebunk, in said county, on the first Mon
American Magazines, Annuals, &c. with
SORS AWD WLAMEÖ
Trifling sweets that round us grow,
J.VP I
If
the
terms
used
were
offensive
to
the
Senate,
day
in
April
next,
at
ten
of
the
clock
in
the
copious
original
contributions
of
value,
When to yonder mount much rather
jjpUBUSHEIJi
he had no doubt his colleague would give
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
The great and increasing popularity of the
We with joyful crowds would go ?
J AJI
such reasons for using them as would
No, we cannot wait with thee ;
why the said account should not be allowed.
Ariel has induced the Editor tb offer the
OfficeoiiilæM«'
Father, we must go and see.
justify him in so doing, and satisfy the Senate.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
following
HE studious, the weakly, and others
Mr. T. remarked on the course pursued by
TKRMSOf >
LITERARY PREMIUMS.
Youth, adieu ; too late your folly mourning,
who are troubled with soreness or A true copy,—Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
You sometime may heed the truths I tell,
the present Secretary of State after the stand inflammation of that delicate organ, will
1. Any person who will procure seven
■I’«.,, ,|olUrs|ii
When the rays of hope, now brightly burning,
March 5.
liierMi«'11 tlp ’
he had taken upon the Panama question.
subscribers, and forward $10, shall receive
Fade, and hour» to which there’s no returning
remain tmi”1"'
a copy gratis.
He read an extract from his speech on that be able to obtain a most pleasant and in
Speak their sad farewell.
At
a.
Court
of
Probate
held
at
Saco,
within
and
occasion, and said that the Hon. Secretary valuable application, in
2. For ten subscribers, and $15, a copy
for the County of York, on the first Monday
lisher. ni'"1
“1
had not only turned his back upon that speech,
of the Pearl (a Philadelphia Annual) for
DUMFRIES*
j'lie publisher
EDUCATION.
in March, in the year of our Lord eighteen
but
upon
his
vote
on
the
question
also.
He
1830 and 1831, the two containing fifteen
aiiv error in <"
Learned Women.—One of Daniel De Foe’s
hundred and thirty one, by the Hon. WILL
charged for iK " 4
beautiful engravings, and a copy of the?
projects was an academy for the education of had moved Heaven and Earth to seek to put
IAM
A.
HAYES,
Judge
of
said
Court
:
This
well
established
Wash
for
the
Eye,
Ariel.
women. Of the effects of education on fe down the last Administration, but, notwith
ENJAMIN
BEAN,
Executor
ofthe
last
is perfectly innocent, and gives immediate
3. For twenty subscribers, and the sub
POST
males and the evils resulting from the want standing the shoes which he then had on
will of William Bean, late of Shapscription money, the Pearl for 1830 & 1831
of it, he expresses his opinion in the following were not worn out, when he himself—the relief, even in very aggravated cases of
leigh,
in
said
county,
yeoman,
deceased,
hav

same individual—the present Secretary—orig soreness and inflammation. Price 25 cents.
and the Atlantic Souvenir and Boston To
MR. Hl >
terms:—
ing presented his second account of admin
ken for 1831, elegantly bound, the four
‘ A well bred woman and well taught, fur inated a Mission, and called upon the Sen
istration
of
the
estate
of
said
deceased,
for
oh Mr. Gru’.’i
containing near 45 splendid engraving,
THE SW
nished with the additional accomplishments ate to sanction it. The course pursued
allowance :
and the Ariel.
of knowledge and behaviour, is a creature by Mr. Adams was then said to be a danger
ORDERED—
That
the
said
Executor
give
ous
infraction
of
the
Constitution
;
and
alter
4.
For
twenty-eight
subscribers,
and
the
without comparison. Her society is the em
notice to all persons interested, by causing a
These reni iv,
subscription money, Hume, Smollett and
F most obstinate character, after copy of this order to be published three weeks
blem of sublimer enjoyments, her person is what had recently transpired ; had not the
n isoly t'l bicf 1
Jackson
party
a
right
to
complain
that
the
Bissett’s History of England, in 9 large
angelic and her conversation heavenly. She
having
baffled
the
skill
of
the
most
successively
in
the
Kennebunk
Gazette,
print

rona/e.
volumes, with 9 fine engravings, elegantly
is all softness and sweetness; peace, love, wit Secretary had done all this to break up that eminent physicians, and withstood the most ed at Kennebunk, in said county, that they
rep irted to c^r
bound,
also
the
Ariel.
no proscription'
and delight.. She is every way suitable to party ? He concluded by submitting the fol
may
appear
at
a
Probate
Court
to
be
held
at
highly
recommended
medical
preparations,
These works are warranted perfect, and
felt or even suss
the sublimest wish, and the man that has such lowing amendment, by way of proviso.
Kennebunk,
in
said
county,-on
the
first
Mon“ Provided always, That nothing in this act has been checked, relieved and cured, io a
will be delivered free of cost in Baltimore
to prevent evrf
a- one to his portion has nothing to do but re,
day
in
April
next,
at
ten
of
the
clock
in
the
patronaie Ji
Charleston, New-Orleans, Pittsburg, New>ice in her and be thankful. On the other contained shall be construed as sanctioning, number of instances in and about this city, forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
to interpose, wl
York, and at the Ariel office, or sentasoth
and, suppose her to be the same woman, and or in any way approving the appointment of by using for a shott time
why
the
said
account
Should
not
be
allowed.
¡ttSiu'C’ed is svv i
erwise directed, but in that case at the own
deprived of the benefit of education, and it these persons, by the President alone, during Dr. RELFE’S VEGETABLE SPECIFIC,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
nn Post Office ■
er’s risk. Orders may be sent in immedi
follows thus :—If her temper be good, want the recess of the Senate, and without their
A true copy.—Attest,
----- AND----pilmisy
had SC :
ately* and the premiums will be promptly
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
of education makes her soft and easy ; her advice and consent, as Commissioners to ne
I'ostmisler Ger
ANTI-BILIOUS
BILLS,
gociate
a
treaty
with
the
Ottoman
Porte.
”
forwarded. Specimens of the Ariel will
March 11.
wit for want of teaching, renders her imper
proscrip'io" sy :i
Mr. Brown said he had not been able to in connexion, according to the directions
be forwarded on application, post paid, to
tinent and talkative ; her knowledge, for want
pril h i I never'i’
accompanying the Specific. It is also one At a Court of Probate held at Saco, ivithin and
discover
any
abuse
of
power
in
this
case.
such as wish to possess themselves of any
fic'nil d ity to re i
of judgment and experience, makes her fan
of
the
best
medicines
known
for
Sick
Head

The
practice
began
with
Washington,
in
for
the
County
of
York,
on
the
seventh
day
of
of the premiums.
fic di m f »r "ffi
ciful and whimsical. If her temper be bad,
sending
Commissioners
to
Algiers,
and
was
March,
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
eighteen
hun

ache, Sickness at the Stomach, Nausea and
feiirsi.cip'ible"
At least one ofthe above liberal pre
want of breeding makes her worseand she
followed
up
by
Jefferson,
in
sending
a
mission
Muns or J aJa;
dred and thirty-one, by the Hon. WILLIAM
Flatulences.
miums could be gained by the reader of
grows haughty, insolent and loud. If she be
and
had it n >tb
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
this, in his own town, as the work is cheap
No complaint is perhaps more prevalent
passionate, want of manners makes her a ter to Russia. There was no comparison be
would still havi ;
tween
this
commission
and
the
mission
to
beyond
all
precedent
in
the
history
ofAmerOSIAH
BRAGDON,
named
executor
in
magant and a scold, which is much as one
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